Sleep Training Overview
CIO | Timer | Gentle

*This is not a full set of in depth directions. This is a guide with an overview. Full directions available in PMJ™ membership site.

Definition of Sleep Training:
Sleep training is the process of teaching your baby to fall
asleep independently. A sleep trained baby is put down in the
crib awake and falls asleep on their own. A baby who is not yet
sleep trained falls asleep by nursing, taking a bottle, being
rocked or otherwise lulled to sleep with the help of an adult.

Misconceptions & Truths:
Sleep training and CIO mean the same thing.
Sleep training is a broad process to teach independent sleep.
CIO is one method among others.
Crying is harmful to your baby
Crying where a child is loved, safe, nourished and played with, is
not only not harmful, it teaches important cognitive skills.
CIO is the most crying, Ferber is less crying, Gentle methods
have little to no crying.
Every method includes crying. The amount and intensity depends
on how your child responds to you being in the room. Some babies
cry the least for CIO and the most during a gentle method.

We are training our babies to sleep, whether we have decided
to “sleep train” or not. However they sleep, you have trained
them to sleep that way through repetition and habit. So when
you say you don't want to sleep train, you actually already
have. If you want to train them a new way, keep reading!

Don't start ANY method without first going through the
homework assignment called, "Why The Fuck Are We Sleep
Training Again?" It is in the sleep training module in the
Parenting Made Joyful™ membership site. You found me on
the Mom Camp podcast, so you get access to the membership
site for 70% off of the normal annual cost of $279
https://parenting-made-joyful.teachable.com/p/parenting-made-joyful/

Coupon Code: MOMCAMP70

Between
68-72
degrees

to do list

Homework
done before
you start

Blackout shades- No light leaking around edges and top
Sound machine- Hatch Baby is the best. Use the setting in the app that looks
like a dryer or the one for rain.
Sleep Sack- Halo goes up to 36 months, they are the best for a number of
reasons. Just trust me.
A camera- If you work with me I require and app baseed camera so I can
watch with you. But if you are doing this on your own, any camera will work.
You need to be able to watch in case there is a cry that justifies going to help.

CIO
(Cry It Out | Extinction)
Bedtime routine
Into bed awake
Cries until asleep
No parental visits
baring unsafe
circumstances

Consult with
sleep trainer to
go over what is
and isn't "unsafe
circumstances"
before starting.

Repeat for every
wake up until
morning.
Takes between 19 nights, with 3-5
as the average.

The sleep training module in the PMJ™ membership site covers all of your fears and concerns
in depth. There are videos lessons on the truth about crying, about all of your "what if"
concerns, as well as access to my FB group where you can ask me questions as you go.

Timer

(Graduated Extinction)

Bedtime routine
Into bed awake
Set timer for # minutes
Go in to comfort
Do not pick baby up
Patting and shushing
Stay 1-2 minutes
Set timer +2 minutes
Repeat until asleep

If crying stops in between
timers for less than 1
minute, continue the same
timer. If crying stops for
more than 1 minute, restart
that same timer. It means
your baby is closer to
falling asleep than you
think. Going in while
they're in the process of
calming will get them
more upset.

Upon wake up through the
night, repeat the timer
system. Do not start timers
from the initial length.
Start on the timer your
baby fell asleep prior to
reaching. IE: Fell asleep
between the 7 and 9
minute timer, then you
start with a 9 minute timer.

Gentle

(Pick-Up-Put-Down | Chair Method)

Chair Method

Pick Up Put Down

Bedtime routine
Put baby down awake

Bedtime routine

Place chair near crib and

Put baby down awake

comfort by shushing only

Pick baby up upon crying

Stay until asleep

Hold and comfort until

Return to chair at each

calm, then set back down

wake up

Repeat until baby falls

Repeat until morning

asleep upon putting them

Move chair further each

down.

night until chair is not in
the room anymore.

These are a great place to start
if you feel nervous to let your
baby cry without you. The idea
for both of these is that you
wean your baby off needing
you to achieve sleep, and ease
them into learning to sleep
independently without
leaving them while they are
learning. This could take
longer and cause more crying,
but worth a shot if you are
nervous to leave your baby.

